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Visual Basic .NET Power ToolsSybex, 2003
We can ask heretical questions such as why OOP should be used in all  programming situations as many of its proponents insist. We can question the  wisdom of allowing C programmers to write the narratives and code examples for  the Help system in VB.NET. We can wonder why structures are included in VB.NET  if OOP experts insist that you should...
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ActionScript 3.0 CookbookO'Reilly, 2006

	Well before Ajax and Microsoft's Windows Presentation Foundation hit the scene, Macromedia offered the first method for building web pages with the responsiveness and functionality of desktop programs with its Flash-based "Rich Internet Applications". Now, new owner Adobe is taking Flash and its powerful...
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Core Java(TM), Volume I--Fundamentals (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
In late 1995, the Java programming language buret onto the Internet scene and gained instant celebrity status. The promise of Java technology was that it would become the universal glue that connects users with information, whether that information comes from web servers, databases, information providers, or any other imaginable source. Indeed,...
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Communicating with Email and the Internet: Learning Made SimpleButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
This handy textbook covers all you will need to know to learn to communicate using email and the internet. 

Learning Made Simple books give readers skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, in this case ECDL, ICDL and CLAIT, and written by experienced teachers and authors to make often tricky subjects simple to...
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XML Schema EssentialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The definitive how-to guide that will get you quickly up to speed on the practical application of XML Schema!
   
   Replacing XML DTDs (Document Type Definitions) as the way in which XML documents are described and validated, XML Schema allows you to describe the structure of information in an XML document and is essential for ensuring...
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Windows Vista: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Whether you're a beginner, power user, or seasoned professional, Windows Vista: The Definitive Guide has everything you need to customize the operating system, master your digital media, manage your data, and maintain your computer -- regardless of which Windows Vista edition you're using.
Why this book and not some other resource?...
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Programming Windows Identity Foundation (Dev - Pro)Microsoft Press, 2010

	A few years ago, I was sitting at a table playing a game of poker with a few colleagues from Microsoft who had all been involved at various times in the development of Web Services Enhancements for Microsoft .NET (WSE). Don Box, Mark Fussell, Kirill Gavrylyuk, and I played the hands while showman extraordinaire Doug Purdy engaged us with...
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Pattern Calculus: Computing with Functions and StructuresSpringer, 2009

	The pattern calculus is a new foundation for computation, in which the expressive power of functions and of data structures are combined within pattern-matching functions. The best existing foundations focus on either functions, as in the lambda-calculus, or on data structures, as in Turing machines, or on compromises involving both, as in...
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Kingpin: How One Hacker Took Over the Billion-Dollar Cybercrime UndergroundCrown, 2011

	Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first...
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Microsoft Access 2010 VBA Programming Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is an exceptional programming language and
	environment. The language has grown out of a need to have a programming language that
	would allow more business-focused individuals to write programs, but equally support the
	programming features that developers look for in a product. The...
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PHP and MySQL for Dynamic Web Sites: Visual QuickPro Guide (4th Edition)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Today’s Web users expect exciting pages

	that are updated frequently and provide

	a customized experience. For them, Web

	sites are more like communities, to which

	they’ll return time and again. At the same

	time, Web-site administrators want sites

	that are easier to update and maintain,

	understanding...
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Modern Fortran: Style and UsageCambridge University Press, 2011

	Fortran is one of the oldest high-level languages and remains the premier language for writing code for science and engineering applications. Modern Fortran: Style and Usage is a book for anyone who uses Fortran, from the novice learner to the advanced expert. It describes best practices for programmers, scientists, engineers, computer...
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